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What problems may a customer encounter?

Negotiations with each private 
executor

Client aims at providing unified terms of cooperation and unified 
payment system for a private executor.

Centralised transfer of executive 
documents

Client or a receiver will transfer the executive documents in Kiev.

Unified tariff for the services 
provided by private executors

Client doesn’t waste money on fees for private executors.
Client doesn’t waste money on agents.
Client doesn’t waste money on any additional reward.

PROBLEMS SOLUTION

Reputational risks
Client will give no reason to be blamed for corruption or non-
transparent approach.



Do a customer and a private executor need 
any intermediary?

- No need to announce a tender when newly qualified private executors appear;
- Client promptly reacts on growing number of private executors in the region and 
informs Client that a workload in the region may be enhanced;
- No Client resources are spent to control the activity of private executors 
and to control the stages of execution process for each customer;
- Client pays no fee to agents, because they receive remuneration from private executors 
when earned;
- Client eliminates internal corruption risks when distributing well-balanced workload 
between private executors. At the same time the Client controls the process of the 
balanced portfolio distribution by an agent.

Client may accredit a legal entity experienced in judgement executions and has signed 
the memorandum with a private executor.

What are the advantages?



What does the Client require from an 
agent?

Сentralised initiation of enforcement 
proceedings all over Ukraine:

• commercial property;
• mortgage;
• car loans.

Seizure of debtor's property is followed by
initiation of enforcement proceeding.

The inventory is performed within tight time
limits and its safe custody is guaranteed.

Property assessment is correlated with Client.

To auction the property and to observe
legality of tenders

Remuneration when earned. 

The Client may accept the property on 
account of debt repayment.

The debtors are not allowed to leave 
the country.

No additional reward.

Some writs of execution are passed from
Client to private executors.

Dealing with debts “under moratorium”.



The League of Private Executors is a legal entity established 
according to the current legislation of Ukraine.

What is the benefit of 
cooperation with us?

WE GUARANTEE:

The process centralisation

No corruption

Transparent 
participation

Costs saving

Prompt response to 
quantity adjustment of
private executors

Transparent recovery
The Clients and the leaders of the League are 
not private executors and do not depend on the 
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine.

The League seeks to avoid corruption scandals and declares 
the willingness to work transparently.

The League protects the interests of the Client and 
private executors through well-ballanced debt portfolio
distribution between private executors.

Legality



A private executor has a big order and the solvency of a customer is
apparent.

What are the advantages 
for private executors?

The main aim of the League is to unite private executors and to protect their rights in 
working with major customers.

Process centralisation A private executor doesn’t waste time on search of customers and 
negotiation and is focused on his/her work.

No corruption A private executor receives the portfolio on the transparent terms, 
rather than due to old boy network or a bribe.

Interests protection The League presents the interests of the Client to all government 
bodies when needed.

Financial incentive

Bigger work-loads The League does the search of new major customers.



Additional services 
provided by the League

On request of the Client the league can provide more services:

Independent analysis

Presentations in English

Involvement into the 
executive process

On request of a customer we can provide legal 
analysis of any document or a case. 

On request of a customer we can provide the required
documents in English

On request of a customer we can join any stage of the 
executive process because we have a warrant issued 
by a customer

Any other activities in the 
framework of the League 
Statute

On request of a customer we can provide any services,
which are in agreement with the aims of the League 
and the contractual relationship between the League, Client
and a private executor.



Our contacts:

07415, Kiev oblast, Brovary rayon, Zazimye, 
Pridorozhna st., 1, 2, 20

www.lpv.com.ua

info@lpv.com.ua

+38 (097) 100-00-44


